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Ms. MATSUI. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to
recognize the opening of the California
Northstate University College of Medicine
(CNUCOM). CNUCOM was created by a
group of doctors, academics and medical professionals in order to train a new generation of
doctors. CNUCOM welcomed their first full
class of 60 medical students on September 8,
2015 and this weekend the school is celebrating their opening.
CNUCOM is meeting a great need of both
the Sacramento region and the State of California by increasing the number of medical
students trained in the state. By training at
least sixty new medical students each year,
CNUCOM is helping address the drastic shortage of physicians that our nation is facing. According to the Association of American Medical Colleges, our nation faces a shortfall of
over 130,000 physicians by 2025. Almost half
of Californians live in an area where primary
care doctors are in short supply and far too
many California counties have less than the
recommended ratio of 60 to 80 primary care
physicians per 100,000 residents.
CNUCOM will be training the next generation of medical students by utilizing an integrated approach that focuses on basic science
and an understanding of how the human
body’s systems work, what goes wrong and
what patients need to do to stay healthy. Their
rigorous curriculum will include two years of
classroom study, which will then be followed
by clinical rotations at local hospitals, doctors’
offices and clinics. It is clear that CNUCOM is
providing a cost effective, quality education
while also building community partnerships to
address clinical training needs and increasing
access to high quality medical care in the Sacramento region.
Mr. Speaker, as the California Northstate
University College of Medicine opens their
doors and welcomes their first class, I ask all
my colleagues to join me in honoring their excellent work in the Sacramento region. I am
confident that the CNUCOM will be producing
the next generation of doctors and acting as a
model for a quality medical education for
many years to come.
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Mr. SESSIONS. Mr. Speaker, I am going to
leave research to the researchers, and history
to the historians and address myself to another, and even more basic aspect, of the
issue before you. I am satisfied that when you
review the historical data that is being presented here today, you will agree that there is
no room for doubt where Uncle Sam Wilson
lived and where he died and where he lies
buried—in an all but forgotten grave. Troy’s
claim to Uncle Sam is beyond dispute.
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But there is another and, as I said, an even
more fundamental aspect to this issue. It
might be expressed in the unspoken question
which, I am sure, has suggested itself to
some, if not all, of the members of this committee. You may well ask: With Congress laboring to resolve the most complex issues,
which reflect the crises which face our nation
at home and abroad, why all this fuss about
Uncle Sam? I should like to try to answer that
question.
There was a time when our country passed
immeasurable advantages over the rising tide
of world Communism. We had technology, we
had the production know-how, we had the
most advantageous tools of peace—yes, and
the most advanced tools of war, including the
atomic and hydrogen bombs. But our ascendancy in all these fields has, little by little, been
erased or at best reduced.
And, as we pause from time to time, to assess the progress of the never-ending struggle
for survival which we call the ‘‘Cold War’’, we
would do well to ask ourselves, bluntly and realistically: What do we have today that Communism does not have?
It may be difficult to find a satisfying answer
to this question in the areas of purely material
progress. Nor is it surprising that Communism,
the expression of materialistic philosophy,
should be strong in material advantages. But
there is a heartening answer to our question
when we go a step beyond the purely material
aspects of the struggle, into the spiritual aspects which, after all, in the long run, will resolve and decide the issue.
What do we have that Communism does
not have? We have our American heritage—
a heritage that is reflected in our history, in
our tradition, in every detail of the great success story that is the story of America. When
Mr. Khrushchev shakes his fist and points to
his rockets and his space ships and his legions parading in Red Square, we can stand
before the world and point to our American
heritage—to our history and our institutions
and our principles. And it seems to me, that
the nations of the world and the people of the
world, faced with a choice, will know which
way to go.
When Mr. Khrushchev shouts, ‘‘Look what
we got,’’ we can reply, ‘‘Look what we ARE.’’
And since the Cold War is, in great measure,
a struggle for men’s minds—a war of propaganda, if you will—one of the most important
responsibilities we have is to project the American image in every corner of the world. Gentleman, we have that image ready-made. It’s
Uncle Sam—that kindly, serious, honest old
gentleman in his striped suit and tall hat. In
the minds of millions here and abroad, he
stands for all the virtues and qualities that are
wrapped up in the American dream—honor,
initiative, industry, opportunity, freedom, respect for the rights of others, and, above all,
regard for the dignity of the individual. It’s all
there in that picture. And it’s worth more in the
world struggle than all Mr. Khrushchev’s space
ships and rockets and nuclear bombs.
But here is the point we must not overlook.
What makes the image of Uncle Sam important and vital and compelling, is that Uncle
Sam is real. And the world needs to know he
is real. The world must be told that he is not
a fictitious, shoddy trademark after the manner
of an American advertising campaign. He is
no cartoonist’s whimsy. He is no Madison Avenue gimmick.
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Uncle Sam really lived. And from what we
know of him, he embodied many, if not all of
the qualities and virtues, that make us proud
of our American heritage. Not only is Uncle
Sam a real, flesh-and-blood American, he is
particularly representative of the things that
have made America great—initiative, industry,
business acumen, Yankee resourcefulness.
Going even a step further, when you consider
how the term ‘‘Uncle Sam’’ was coined, you
find an eloquent representation of the partnership between private enterprise and military
effort in one of the most critical moments of
our history—the same sort of partnership that
made America mighty and respected—yes,
and in the councils of the ungodly, feared.
We, in America today, know something
about how advertising and propaganda works.
We know how difficult it is to sell an idea; any
intangible idea or concept, until we clothe it in
some image people can see and touch. Well,
the people of the world know Uncle Sam. And
the better they know him, the more they will
respect and love him. And in accepting him,
they will be embracing all the principles that
go to make up the good life.
Our own people too, need to know Uncle
Sam better. Every nation needs its heroes,
needs the inspiration and pride that come from
a healthy respect for its historical figures.
From Uncle Sam, we all can get a deeper appreciation of the American way.
I have just one more point to make and it
goes to the heart of all that is being said here
today. Never—I say it again, gentlemen—
never forget that Uncle Sam is real. Let us not
go off waving the picture and leaving the substance behind. Let us never forget that Uncle
Sam had a last name too—and that name was
Wilson. Let us never forget that Uncle Sam
lived among us and worked among us and,
when his time came, died among us.
And need I suggest, gentlemen, that his
resting place should command the attention
and respect of the nation he has come to
symbolize. Too long has Uncle Sam Wilson
slept, almost unknown and unnoticed, on that
grassy hillside overlooking the Hudson River.
Of course we in Troy—whose forebears
knew and worked with Samuel Wilson—we in
Troy are proud of Uncle Sam. We have
marked his grave modestly and have done
what we could to make him better known. We
feel that, in this effort, we have been doing
what the American people would want to do,
would insist upon doing, if they knew the story
as we know it.
And now we come, gentlemen, to the halls
of Congress to ask you as the representatives
of the American people to discharge a debt
that is long overdue.
Across the nation, we have federal installations of all kinds—among them, navy yards
and arsenals and forts and missile bases and
atomic testing sites—so many of them grim
monuments to the unhappy aspects of our national existence. We have too few monuments
to the more inspiring side.
We ask you to add another to the roll. We
ask that you create, if you will, a Shrine of
Americanism at the grave of the man who has
become—after the Stars and Stripes—America’s greatest symbol. The military installations
are necessary indeed, if only to help us stay
alive. But the final, inevitable victory in the
great world struggle will be won by the ideals
and principles—ideals and principles that are
loftier than the highest space shot and more
powerful than the most destructive bomb.
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I feel sure, gentlemen, that we can say without fear of challenge, that America will always
be the leader of all nations in armed might, indeed in any field of material or productive ingenuity. Communism, the greatest threat to
mankind, leaves no room for sentiment of nostalgia. Sentiment and nostalgia breed individualism. Individualism is a quality of Freedom.
Here is where we need our Uncle Sam. Uncle
Sam is the breathtaking feeling of pride that
goes with the beat of the military band and the
marching men. Uncle Sam is the quiver in the
lip as the picture of Surabachi flashes before
our mind. Uncle Sam is the invisible resident
of the tombs of the known and unknown dead
in our wars.
Gentlemen, I can assure you, we have no
selfish interest in our quest for recognition of
this great America. We ask only, that you accept from us, this treasure that lies buried in
a modest grave in Troy, New York. Recognize
it, as it so richly deserves, and give it to all our
people.
That is the message Uncle Sam has for us
today. That is the message that will be reflected at the shrine for Americanism over his
grave in Troy, New York.
f

CELEBRATING THE 160TH ANNIVERSARY OF MILLER BREWING
COMPANY

After settling in Milwaukee with a special
brewer’s yeast and an ambition to brew
‘‘confoundedly good beers,’’ Frederick J. Miller
founded the Miller Brewing Company in 1855.
Miller Brewing continues that legacy today
through MillerCoors, a family of breweries that
includes many of the world’s most talented
brewmasters who brew beers with high-quality
and often local ingredients while holding themselves to the industry’s highest standards.
Today, MillerCoors and Miller Brewing are
vital to Wisconsin’s economy and to the U.S.
economy as a whole, supporting more than
8,000 jobs nationwide. Frederick Miller knew
firsthand the value of civic leadership and sustainable business practices, and these traditions continue today. Miller Brewing and
MillerCoors remain deeply rooted in the communities in which they brew and sell beer by
supporting local charities, remaining committed to responsible consumption, and working to reduce water and energy usage and
waste in the brewing process.
I am proud of MillerCoors for their contributions to the economy in Wisconsin and
throughout the U.S. Their 160th anniversary is
worthy of our special recognition.
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RECOGNIZING THE 110TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE WEST ORANGE
TIMES & OBSERVER

HON. DANIEL WEBSTER

OF WISCONSIN
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TRIBUTE TO TODD ISLEY

Mr. YOUNG of Iowa. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today to recognize and congratulate Todd
Isley of Carlisle, Iowa for winning top honors
at this year’s National Balloon Classic in
Indianola.
Todd got his start with hot air ballooning
when he was only seven years old. He began
by crewing and later earned his pilot’s license
in 2004. Since that time, he has flown in contests across the United States and around the
world.
Mr. Speaker, it is an honor to represent
Todd and recognize his achievement today. I
am proud to represent him and Iowans like
him in the United States Congress. I know that
all of my colleagues in the United States
House of Representatives will join me in congratulating Todd for his achievements and
wish him nothing but continued success.

OF FLORIDA
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I met George and Anne Bailey back in
1980, when I was first elected to the Florida
House of Representatives. We didn’t always
see exactly alike, but we became very good
friends for many years. Throughout my service
in both Tallahassee and Washington, the West
Orange Times has remained my hometown
paper, and is still delivered to my home every
week.
Newspapers bring a community together as
a method for informing the public, sharing the
highs and lows, and advertising events that
knit us together. I am grateful for the leadership and involvement of the West Orange
Times & Observer, their long history in our
area, and their dedication to draw our community together. West Orange is stronger because of them.
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HON. REID J. RIBBLE
Thursday, September 24, 2015
Mr. RIBBLE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to
recognize MillerCoors, which is celebrating the
160th anniversary of Miller Brewing Company
throughout the month of September at its Milwaukee Brewery in Wisconsin.
Miller Brewing has been an important part of
the Milwaukee community for 160 years. In
honor of its 160th anniversary, the brewery is
inviting members of the community to celebrate Miller memories and has been hosting
special events throughout the month.
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Mr. WEBSTER of Florida. Mr. Speaker, it is
my pleasure to recognize the West Orange
Times & Observer as they celebrate 110 years
of publication in Orange County, Florida.
From its roots, the West Orange Times has
been committed to informing, educating, and
entertaining their readers. Based in Winter
Garden, the paper has grown and prospered
with the city region into a bustling center of
news, community, and growth.
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